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After the Nature-Culture Dichotomy
The critique of the nature-culture dichotomy is widespread and effective, e.g. see Descola, 2011.

However, it is not clear what to use instead. Ternary, conceptual models (God, humans, nature)
have a long tradition in the Western culture. They are our next choice and are (implicitly) behind
many mainstream contemporary approaches. Their modern form has been popularized by Penrose,
2005. For the controversy in physics about this geometric metaphor see (Hut, Alford und Tegmark,
2006).

critique becomes accepted

• many cultures do not have it

• relatively recent invention within Western culture(s)

obsolet by theoretical and pragmatic reason
. . . but what comes next?

Candidates
With a number of disciplines the current mainstream can be aligned with one the corners. This

is demonstrated by the first three entries in the subsequent list:

culturalistic another human invention

materialistic another fundamentalist position

Mind

Matter

Math

after Roger Penrose, 2005
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What may I hope?/ Praxis/Mind

What ought I to do?/ Poiesis (today: Technology)/ Body

What can I know?/ Theory/ Spirit

after Roger Penrose/ Kant/ Aristotle/

transcendent outside science, not a systematic option

modeling theory import from computer science this import from computer science works best
within quaternary models, which will be introduced on the third day.

ethnology has been part of their tools of the trade

• gaze at the Other

• gaze at the past

• reflexive: anthropology of the modern (Latour, 2013)

• methodologically biased?

Another prominent option is to ‘pimp up’ anthropology as a provider of interdisciplinary
theory.

How is the ternary structure of objects (platonic, mental, material) inevitably linked to the
nature culture dichotomy?
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